
 
                            

 
Company Background: 
 

DGB Bank is a licensed commercial bank in Cambodia and a member of DGB Financial Group in Korea listed
on Korea Stock Exchange. Candidates meeting the following conditions are kindly invited for interview to join
the Bank. 
Job Location:  Phnom Penh 
Job Title: Digital Banking Officer  
 
Responsibilities 

 Assist supervisor to conduct digital market research and competitive trend to develop new for 
digital banking products. 

 Assist supervisor to gather business requirement from product owners of Internet and Mobile 
Banking, Card and Core Banking System, ATM and POS; prepare the digital development plan 
and closely monitor project progress 

 Prepare test plan and ensure all test cases are tested and covered 
 Deliver a quality test result and ensure the testing is completed within the deadline 
 Prepare daily testing report and summit to supervisor 
 Post-launching monitoring and testing 
 Other tasks assigned by superior 

 
Requirements: 

 

 Assist supervisor to conduct digital market research and competitive trend to develop new functions 
for digital banking products 

 Assist supervisor to gather business requirement from product owner in order to develop new or 
enhance the Internet and Mobile Banking’s functions 

 Prepare the digital banking development plan and closely monitor project progress  
 Prepare test plan and ensure all test cases are tested and covered  
 Deliver a quality test result and ensure the testing is completed within the deadline  
 Prepare daily testing report and summit to supervisor  
 Post-launching monitoring and testing  
 Other tasks assigned by superior  

 

 Remunerations: 
 
 

Competitive salary with benefit packages, including two months’ bonus of basic salary, lunch, allowance, 
insurance, uniform, etc. 
How to apply: 
 
CV with self-introduction letter to the following address: Nº 689B, Kampucheakrom Blvd, Sangkat Teuk 
Laak I, Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.                                                                                               
Tel  : 023 999 990, Email : hr@dgbcambodia.com                                                                                               
Only short-listed candidates will be invited for interview.  
 

 

 

  


